Advanced Technique Application Guide

Sternal Wound with Mepitel®
Including Avance® Foam Dressing Kit and Avance Film with Safetac® technology and Avance ViewPad™
The use of the NPWT is considered first-line treatment\textsuperscript{1} in sternal wounds. The Avance\textsuperscript{®} NPWT system should always remain in Continuous Therapy Mode for patients with open sternal wounds. Careful assessment of the wound bed and underlying structures is vital in patients with an unstable sternum, deep sternal wound infection and/or mediastinitis.\textsuperscript{1,2} Therefore, the protection of the wound bed with Mepitel\textsuperscript{®} is indicated under the foam in open sternal wounds.\textsuperscript{1,2}

### 1. Prepare

A. Assess the patient for pain, and medicate as indicated and as ordered, prior to the dressing application.

B. Prepare all dressing materials.

C. Cleanse the periwound skin and thoroughly dry.

**NOTE:** Do not use oxidizing agents such as hypochlorite solutions or hydrogen peroxide prior to use of the Avance Foam dressing.

Always assess the wound for the most appropriate positioning of the ViewPad prior to application of the dressing. The most distal portion of the dressing is the preferred location of the ViewPad.

### 2. Protect

A. If any underlying structures are present, these should be covered with a Mepitel wound contact layer. The Mepitel wound contact layer should be placed in a hammock-like position under the foam, extending 3 cm onto the periwound.

B. If two layers of Mepitel are used, place in cross-pattern hammock-like position.

**NOTE:** No more than two layers of Mepitel should be utilized. Ensure that the Mepitel is changed at every dressing application.

C. For the Mushroom technique: Cut the Safetac\textsuperscript{®} film approximately 1 cm larger than the foam square landing-pad (mushroom cap) (See step 3B) that will overlap onto intact skin. Apply the Safetac film periwound picture frame (window pane) at the distal portion of the wound, where the ViewPad will be located.

A periwound picture frame (window pane) is defined as protecting intact skin that is in contact with the Avance Foam. A periwound picture frame (window pane) is generally not recommended with the Avance NPWT System. However, in wounds where the ViewPad is larger than the wound, such as in narrow wounds, a periwound picture frame (window pane) with the Safetac film may be utilized.

The term Safetac\textsuperscript{®} film referenced below is the abbreviated form of Avance Film with Safetac technology. The term foam is the abbreviated form of Avance Foam. The term ViewPad™ is the abbreviated form of Avance View Pad.

Mepitel is a hydrophobic, porous, transparent and flexible contact layer that can be used in conjunction with the Avance NPWT System. When clinically indicated, Mepitel is applied to the wound bed to minimize pain and prevent trauma on dressing removal\textsuperscript{1} or to protect exposed fragile tissue from direct positioning of the NPWT dressing interface such as in areas of undermining and tunnel(s).
3. Apply

NOTE: Ensure to debride the wound of necrotic tissue and free the sternal edges from adhesions in open sternal wounds, prior to the placement of the dressing application.

A. For a wound with an intact sternum: Cut the foam away from the wound into an appropriate size, corresponding with the dimensions of the wound cavity. Extra foam pieces may need to be cut to accommodate deeper areas within the wound. Ensure that the foam extends 3 cm above the wound and all foam pieces are touching.

Mushroom Technique for a Narrow Sternal Wound (Steps 3B-3D):

B. Cut the foam, into a square mushroom cap [landing-pad] that will fully support the ViewPad™. Use the ViewPad as a size template. Do not filet/thin the foam.

C. Place the foam mushroom cap [landing-pad] on top of the foam placed in the wound, at the distal portion of the dressing. Ensure that both the foam pieces are communicating and that the periwound is protected with a Safetac® film frame picture in areas where the foam landing-pad is located on intact skin (See step 2C).

D. Cut the Safetac film to the appropriate size, and apply it over the foam in the wound and the foam mushroom cap [landing-pad]. Ensure that there is an overlap of 3-5 cm past the first layer of the Safetac film picture frame (window-pane) onto the surrounding skin.

NOTE: Do not stretch or cut the Safetac film into strips as it may affect the adhesion to the skin once negative pressure is applied.

NOTE: To reduce the risk of maceration, do not apply more than two layers of the Safetac film.

E. Remove the release liners on the Safetac film. Do not worry if there are a few wrinkles, as this ensures that the Safetac film was not stretched.

F. Cut a hole, approximately 1 cm in diameter, in the Safetac film, center of the landing-pad [mushroom cap].

G. Firmly place the ViewPad over the cut hole.

For the open sternum wound (non union of sternum): Cut two pieces of the foam. Place the first piece of the foam in the Mepitel hammock. Ensure to position and fit the first piece of the foam between the sternal edges to prevent shear forces between the bony edges. Cut the second piece of the foam over-sized to the wound dimensions. Ensure to position and fit the second piece of the foam in the Mepitel hammock within the wound and on top of the first piece of the foam. The oversized foam provides sternal stability when the patient is mobile.

For larger open sternum wounds, where an increase in the thoracic cage stability is needed, with a more uniform distribution of NPWT: Two ViewPads can be placed at the proximal and distal portion of the dressing and connected to the Avance® Y-Connector. If cutting the cover dressing film into strips is preferred for more thoracic cage stability, then the Avance Transparent Film should be utilized (not illustrated).
4. Commence

A. Connect the ViewPad™ tubing to the Avance® Tubing. Attach the canister to the Avance Max or Flex Pump and insert the Avance Tubing into the canister. Turn on the Avance Max or Flex Pump and commence therapy.

NOTE: Pressure setting should be selected in accordance with the prescriber’s recommendation for the patient’s etiology and wound type. For guidance, the recommended pressure range for Sternal wounds are Continuous Therapy Mode within a pressure range of -80 mmHg to -120 mmHg. Dressing changes should be done three times a week unless C-Reactive Protein(CRP) levels are rising. Consider more frequent dressing changes when CRP levels are rising based on the prescriber’s recommendations. Assessment should include stable CRP levels (30-70 dl/l), wound assessment and pulmonary function.

B. Once the negative pressure is applied, the dressing will collapse. There may be a tightening sensation in the wound, but that should resolve in a few seconds.

NOTE: If the dressing does not collapse, the system may not be sealed. Inspect the dressing, canister and tubing connections for possible leaks and correct accordingly.
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The Avance Film with Safetac® technology promotes patient comfort by reducing pain, erythema, and skin stripping at the dressing change and is indicated for use on the patient with a dry periwound.

Best Practice Tips for the Avance Film with Safetac technology:

• Always apply to a dry periwound. Do not use any skin protectants on the periwound.
• Do not cut the Safetac film into strips.
• Always apply the Safetac film in one piece without stretching, with a 3-5 cm overlap onto intact skin.
• When multiple pieces of Safetac film are required for large wounds: Ensure that there is a 3-5 cm overlap where the Safetac film layers meet and a 3-5 cm overlap onto intact skin.
• Do not apply a periwound picture frame (window pane) with the Safetac film, except in instances of narrow wounds and when the relocation of the ViewPad is needed. Please refer to the Mushroom and the Bridging Application Guide for further instructions.
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The information provided herein is not to be construed as the practice of medicine or substituted for the independent medical judgment of a patient’s treating clinician. This information, including but not limited to suggestions for product wear time, product selection and suggested use is based on generalizations and does not consider the unique characteristics of an individual’s wound. Each patient’s clinician shall remain solely responsible for assessing the severity of patient wounds, determining the appropriate treatment, and managing treatment of the wound. For additional information, please refer to the applicable product insert or contact Apria Healthcare at 1-800-788-1228.
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